Vocabulary 5
Word List
Lesson 1:
Union, bonus, social,
region, statement,
event, fumes, bravery,
revolt, govern
Lesson 5:
prime, independence,
issue, empire, inhale,
expose, glare, misty,
waxy, briskly

Lesson 2:
Inner, instinct, intact,
instant, influence,
conflict, impeach,
summarize,
immigration, aid
Lesson 6:
anxiety, hasty, lobby,
policy, silvery, ivory,
trout, pouch, announce,
encounter

Lesson 9:
soufflé, miracle,
illegible, navigable,
local, royal, approval,
continental, mural,
survival

Lesson 10:
federal, dual, cultural,
arch, barter, harsh,
charter, parallel, ark,
startle

Lesson 13:
disability, disregard,
discrimination, defend,
demand, depend,
democracy, poverty,
crisis, trader
Lesson 17:
ancient, bulge, margin,
generally, voyage,
encourage, range, rigid,
legend, passage

Lesson 14:
focus, primary,
religious, historic,
pilgrim, suffrage,
advantage, effect,
affect, official
Lesson 18:
generation, result,
frequent, deserve,
rebellion, revolution,
uniform, equipped,
rivaldeceit
Lesson 22:
function, infection,
tradition, expectation,
constitution, tension,
dimension, expansion,
comprehension,
mission

Lesson 21:
university, dairy, glossy,
recently, nearby,
satisfy, identify,
magnify, unify, amplify

Lesson 3:
Aide, gait, failure, plain,
cease, reveal, defeat,
repeal, shield, shriek

Lesson 4:
Relieve, frontier,
beliefs, goal, coal,
boast, cocoa, approach,
fade, dose

Lesson 7:
source, ownership,
burrow, drowsy,
towering, booming,
nook, textbook,
misunderstood,
cooperate
Lesson 11:
remark, architect,
artifacts, terms, perk,
merchant, urge,
circumstance, nor,
forced

Lesson 8:
hoist, avoid, loyal,
destroy, hesitate, role,
rubble, jumble,
dismantle, rumble

Lesson 15:
assembly,
responsibilities, sane,
pure, hesitate,
persuade, prejudice,
nausea, replica, era
Lesson 19:
equality, dissolve,
stunted, impress,
obligated, independent,
mutter, fungus, inspect,
extend
Lesson 23:
vulture, posture,
fracture, miniature,
legislature, protective,
primitive, competitive,
alternative,
collaborative

Lesson 12:
ordinary, historian,
performance, unrest,
uneasy, unexpected,
unsuccessful,
unfamiliar, dissatisfied,
disadvantage
Lesson 16:
utopia, ace, pace, cycle,
central, magnificent,
trace, scarce,
intelligence, citizenship
Lesson 20:
actually, elderly ,
skillfully, effortlessly,
eventually, directly,
society, liberty,
community, diversity
Lesson 24:
molar, familiar,
peculiar, particular,
afar, director, vigor,
conductor, superior,
splendor
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Lesson 25:
tremble, nestle, stable,
responsible, lifestyle,
political, journal,
colonial, impractical,
historical
Lesson 29:
repeat, treaty,
headlines, wealth,
areas, reappear,
reaction, meander,
pause, audition

Lesson 26:
resign, motorized,
professional, preserve,
profit, laborer, glacier,
recover, require, basic

Lesson 33:
coincidence, tolerance,
endurance, arrogance,
considerable,
comparable, miserable,
remarkable, reasonable,
acceptable
Lesson 37:
neglect, combine,
assume, migrate,
emphasize, unite,
quote, inquire,
appetite, parasite

Lesson 34:
favorable, tolerable,
honorable, reliable,
enormous, numerous,
miraculous,
monotonous,
prosperous, furious
Lesson 38:
intrude, turnpike,
despite, indicate,
passive, excessive,
impressive,
constructive, executive,
civil

Lesson 30:
exhaust, authority,
council, pounce,
boundary, compound,
outnumbered, appoint,
viewpoint, avoidance

Lesson 27:
muster, express ,
frantic, splendid,
immigrant, inform,
confident, immense,
interrupt, ethnic
Lesson 31:
convoy, royalty, groove,
bamboo, woodland,
statehood, livelihood,
section, petition,
destination
Lesson 35:
mysterious, various,
glorious, contagious,
reject, resolve, reform,
researcher, opinion,
refer
Lesson 39:
recent, decent, cancel,
innocent, evidence,
precise, ceremony,
emerge , fringe,
exaggerate

Lesson 28:
slain, despair, restraint,
attain, layer, essay,
decay, frayed, portray,
features
Lesson 32:
exploration,
communication,
version, admission,
collision, concussion,
confession, advance,
finance, residence
Lesson 36:
request, humiliated,
support , mangoes,
promptly, rummage,
suspect, emblem,
inflated, represent
Lesson 40:
imaginary, gender,
tragic, fidget, origin,
exchange, uncertain,
unaware,
unfortunately,
incomplete
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